A Guide to Safe Media Access and Video Based Learning for Schools

Video in Education and Safeguarding Children from Inappropriate Video Content
In modern society children’s ﬁrst cultural experiences are often some form of video. From
an early age they start to make sense of the moving images and by the age of three they
have learnt to follow codes and conventions. They will also have favourite characters and
programmes that they connect and empathise with. At the point that children enter
nursery they are engaged and familiar with video as a medium - this makes video an
effective and important teaching aid throughout all levels of education.
Recent advancements in technology have made video more accessible than ever before
through social video platforms like YouTube or services like Netﬂix and Amazon. Recent
reports predict that by 2019 around 80% of all consumer internet trafﬁc will be streamed
video.
This development in the availability of video has meant that schools now look to use these
online video resources to support teaching and learning, however over the past few years
this has become more difﬁcult. Social video platforms like YouTube are now swamped
with inappropriate content, adverts and comments. In February 2013, the Guardian
newspaper highlighted a study by Kaspersky, released to mark “Safer Internet Day”, and revealed that children viewing popular kids TV programmes on
YouTube could be just ‘three clicks away from explicit material’. A more recent BBC news article highlighted a recent trend of fake videos that at ﬁrst glance
look to be genuine television programmes but have sinister and inappropriate twists.
Safeguarding children is obviously a high priority for all schools - this means that access to platforms like YouTube are now being restricted and in turn access to
videos for teaching is reducing. There are tools available to try to restrict content however, due to the high volume of content, there is no guarantee that all
inappropriate material will be stopped. With this in mind, a lot of schools would actually rather block social video platforms altogether, in the belief that it would
be easier to prevent any chance of a child being exposed to harmful media, rather than using video in teaching.
Turn Over and See How Media Pod can Help

Media Pod is a Great Solution for Primary Schools Looking to Enhance and Enrich
the Curriculum with Media Content.
A secure media library platform like Media Pod provides a solution to all the problems associated with internet video services by providing a safe
environment for schools to store and share media, including YouTube videos.

Create a Secure Media Library Platform for your School
Create a library of fantastic educational videos to support teaching and learning
A safe, secure and dedicated platform to store and share school videos and pictures
Safeguard children by controlling what media they can see, including YouTube videos
Mark videos and pictures for staff use only
Enable teachers and children to upload their media to a safe and secure central library
from any device

Access a Wealth of Educational Videos
Media Pod provides access to a library of over 1.7 million educationally relevant
TV and radio programmes. Teachers can browse the library to ﬁnd curriculum
relevant videos to support their teaching. There are many programmes available
that support curricular learning and help reinforce concepts taught in class.
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Personalise your Digital Learning Res
Deliver and support video based learning
Easily make fun video quizzes to test knowledge and understanding
Quickly edit videos and create chapters to make concise learning
resources
Guide children with comments

